nowSecure

P R OT E C T

nowSecure Protect delivers
compliance and security for
greater organisational agility.
The ability to see
security and compliance
performance clearly,
and easily assimilate
regulatory change,
can create an immense
competitive advantage.
Leave competitors to continue
doing the things the old
fashioned way whilst you
harness the latest technology
to minimise risks and costs.

Choose nowSecure for
comprehensive nextgeneration network,
virtual, cloud and
endpoint protection
underwritten by
Nowcomm elite
security expertise.

Apply threat intelligence
to rapidly detect and
counter sophisticated
multi-pronged attacks.
Integrate local and
remote network devices
and data to protect
everything, everywhere.

Unify and push out
security policy enforcement
at even the largest scale.
Deliver network blocking
based on geolocation.
Managed by Nowcomm
security experts to keep
up to date with the latest
configurations and best practice.

nowcomm.com

📞 0300 3031200

P R OT E C T

Detect and stop threats with
our stable of best of breed
cyber security products,
nowSecure Protect
Secure Endpoint integrates prevention,
detection, threat hunting and response
capabilities in a single solution, leveraging
the power of cloud-based analytics.
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Verify users’ identities, gain visibility into every device, and enforce
adaptive policies to secure access to every application securing
your on premise and cloud based infrastructure and applications.
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Umbrella is a secure internet gateway that provides
the first line of defence against threats from the internet,
anywhere users go. It delivers visibility into all cloud
services with the ability to block risky applications.
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Minimise costs, extend your team and maximise
protection with nowSecure Protect Managed:
Security Experts

Focus on Business

Extend your team with professional
cybersecurity experts that can deliver
regular security checks, reports, reviews
and updates to keep you secure.

Reduce complexity associated
with maintaining a cybersecurity
system, and free up resource
to concentrate solely on core
business needs.

Cost Savings
Choose nowSecure Protect Managed to
provide the protection your organisation
needs by giving you access to responsive
services, industry-leading tools and
seasoned security professionals without
the hefty price tag and management
overhead of hiring your own full-time team.

Maximum ROI

Try nowSecure Protect
for 30 days. Fully managed
trial. No obligation. ARROW-RIGHT

Maximise return on investment by
addressing the most pressing threats
and the highest risks and compliance
requirements specific to your company.

hello@nowcomm.com
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